Summary
We describe a methodological framework for assessing the impact of health conditions on government tax revenue. Traditional approaches for evaluating health programs focus on health service and societal perspectives. These frameworks are limited because they fail to consider broader impacts of how changes in health status change productivity and consequently future government tax revenue tied to productive labour output. To present our framework we explore the case of paediatric conditions which result in cognitive defects that, in turn, impact educational attainment. Educational attainment is considered an explanatory variable of earnings whereas government tax revenue is dependent on earnings. The framework links differences in educational attainment to education-specific wages, and in this respect education also influences future government tax revenue. The method originates from human capital economics and generational accounting used by governments to investigate intertemporal budget constraints. Direct and indirect tax rates are linked to differences in lifetime education specific earnings to quantify the tax revenue associated with individuals with and without paediatric conditions with potential cognitive impairments. The proposed framework allows the inclusion of government transfer payments to enable quantification of the net tax revenue linked to these conditions. Cohort models can then be constructed to assess, for single and multiple cohorts, the fiscal burden.

Findings
The framework can be used to assess the rate of return from investments in interventions targeting at the condition and influence education and future productive labour. The presented framework may inform policy analysis with respect to resource allocation and funding and provides a tool for cross-sectorial comparisons. This framework integrates program analysis with fiscal accounting to estimate how investments in health care influence future government tax revenue and thus, it is relevant to tax-financed health systems concerned about sustainability of public finances.
Background
Economic evaluations of health care technologies, traditionally quantify the cost-effectiveness or cost-utility of a new technology against a comparable intervention. The rationale behind conducting economic evaluations is to aid decision making with the goal of maximizing health benefits from a given budget. Brouwer and Koopmanschap in their work on the foundations of economic evaluation reported that from the welfarists’ point of view, a consistent method for conducting an evaluation is by using willingness to pay (WTP) and cost-benefit analysis (CBA). When the more pragmatic decision maker’s approach (DMA) is used, one may consider economic evaluation as an imperfect aid to decision making. As such, the authors noted that economic evaluations aim at informing decision making by being factored into a multi-criteria decision making process rather than ‘prescribing’ to the budget holder an optimal allocation of resources. The majority of recent economic evaluations attempt to address the issue of efficient use of health care resources mainly from the perspective of the health service. Furthermore, several economic studies assess the broader societal impact of diseases by quantifying not only quality adjusted life years (QALYs) or disability adjusted life years (DALYs) but also factors such as productivity losses attributed to mortality and/or morbidity.

It is increasingly recognised that diseases resulting in individuals withdrawing from the work force, working inefficiently (i.e. presenteeism), retiring or dying prematurely can also impact governments. Specifically, tax revenue loss associated with ill-health, poses a considerable burden on central and regional governmental budgets suggesting a cross-sectorial negative impact of disease. A report commissioned by the UK government, describing the impact of ill health in working aged adults, suggested that health care costs of ill health represented only 8-15% of total government costs. The findings of the report suggest that applying a health service or societal perspective analytic framework to evaluate health, in working-age adults, would not take into account approximately 90% of costs that fall on the UK government. Hence, economic assessments focusing solely on the health service cost may underestimate the economic impact of disease to governments. It should be feasible to quantify the tax revenue loss associated with the mortality and morbidity of diseases and subsequently provide governments with an additional criterion in the health care resource allocation decision making process.

In non-working age individuals, such as paediatric patients, the estimation of the lifetime economic consequences of disease, irrespective of analytical perspective, is difficult as it requires long-term projections. Nevertheless, several paediatric conditions are deemed as having an independent relationship...
with diminished school achievement. Studies of school achievement found that children with asthma performed as well as their healthy peers; however, the evidence on labour market performance showed an indication that individuals with asthma during childhood experienced disadvantage in later employment. School attendance was reported to be diminished among children with asthma from deprived areas as well as for minority ethnic children. A review by Milton and colleagues reported that people with childhood-onset diabetes might experience disadvantage in employment, and had a lower income in adulthood, although diabetic complications appeared to be the most important determinant of social consequences in later life. Numerous studies have also described the impact that ADHD can have on educational outcomes. Children with ADHD are regularly found to have lower educational attainment, increased likelihood of dropping out of school and grade retention compared to children without ADHD. In the area of infectious diseases, malaria appears to have life-long effects on cognitive development and the education levels attained as a result of malaria-induced anaemia and the subsequent time lost to illness in the classroom.

Although, several socio-demographic variables are deemed as potential determinants of a child’s future earnings, in human capital economics, the most explored causal relationship is between earnings and quantity and/or level of education attained. Reduced school performance has some immediate societal cost implications but more importantly, reduced school achievement may reduce lifetime opportunities because of education-linked wage effects that will persist over the course of life. The relationship between earnings and tax revenue is intuitive especially in progressive tax systems. Thus, preventing or reducing the paediatric conditions that negatively impact school achievement may translate into tangible and quantifiable, long-term fiscal benefits for the government.

We hereby present a methodological quantitative analytic framework for assessing the fiscal impact of paediatric conditions or diseases which are responsible for cognitive defects and result in reduced school achievement. Moreover, we present two applications of the method. The first case study applies the framework to estimate the burden of type 1 diabetes for the UK government for a single birth cohort over lifetime. The second case study assesses, for a single birth cohort, the government benefits from introducing a hypothetical vaccination programme against malaria in a developing African country (Ghana). The proposed framework combines methods from human capital economics theory and generational accounting. The framework’s outputs consist of measures commonly used in financial economics and cost-benefit project appraisals.
Quantitative analytic framework
The generational accounting theory was developed by Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff as an intergenerational framework to evaluate the fiscal consequences of government policy decisions\(^\text{16}\). As applied in the generational accounting modelling framework, finance sustainability is influenced by two opposing population forces that influence government expenditure and tax revenues. As populations age, the opposing forces include economic growth influenced by labour market participation, and age-related expenditure\(^\text{17}\).

By viewing opposing fiscal forces over the life course, it is possible to see how changes in population health status can influence the government balance sheet by increased transfer payments and reduced tax receipts. Over the course of life, individuals at different stages of life can be recipients of government transfer payments, as well as transferring wealth to government in the form of various taxes. By understanding the fiscal transfers between individuals and government, it is possible to derive a net fiscal position of an individual at any stage of life by deducting age-specific gross transfer payments from age-specific gross taxes (equation 1).

\[
NPV_{fiscal_i} = \sum_{t=0}^{Le} \frac{Tax_{it} - Cost_{it}}{(1+r)^t} \tag{1}
\]

Where \(Le\): Life expectancy; \(i\): disease status; and in year \(t\)

\[
Tax_t = Direct \ tax_t (income \ tax) + Indirect \ tax_t (consumption \ tax) + National \ insurance_t \tag{2}
\]

\[
Cost_t = Education_t + Health_t + Other \ Transfer \ Payments_t + Pension_t \tag{3}
\]

Hence for individuals with and without a paediatric disease, a fiscal NPV can be quantified indicating the lifetime fiscal burden of the condition. Similarly, a fiscal NPV corresponding to a diseased individual receiving treatment can be calculated by taking into account the cost and efficacy of treatment. The cost of the intervention would add up to health costs while efficacy can be reflected either as increase in survival or reduction in morbidity. By taking into account the costs of treatment and the benefits in terms of increased tax revenue, the rate of investment (ROI) for the government from investing in the treatment of a paediatric disease can be calculated.

In order to quantify the lifetime tax of an individual modelling the future labour market is required. In particular, a projection of education-specific lifetime earnings is needed. Differences in educational attainment between individuals with and without the disease and between individuals receiving treatment are expected to produce different lifetime earnings. Several national
statistical agencies report aggregate, age and education specific earnings. In
addition, household surveys often report panel micro-data for constructing the
fiscal life course. Recently, observational studies have attempted to explore the
relationship between diseases, school achievement and lifetime earnings. Data from all these sources may be used to either interpolate or econometrically
project the lifetime earnings' curves of different groups of individuals.

In human capital economics the model proposed by Mincer has been widely
used to project an individual's lifetime earnings based on the level or the
quantity of education. In its simplest form, the Mincer model predicts the
logarithm of earnings as a function of schooling years, work experience and
squared work experience. Other explanatory socio-demographic variables,
such as ethnicity, economic status of parents, and distance from educational
infrastructure may also be incorporated. The simplest form of the Mincer
function is shown in equation 4.

\[ \ln Y_{ti} = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 x_1 + \alpha_2 x_2 + \alpha_3 x_2^2 \] (4)

Where \( Y_{ti} \) is the annual wage (or earnings) of an individual in year \( t \) with
disease status \( i \) (i.e diseased or disease-free), \( \alpha_0, \alpha_i \) regression coefficients
and \( x_1, x_2 \) correspond to schooling years and age (or experience), respectively.
Hence, by estimating the coefficients of the Mincer model, one may project
the lifetime earnings and thus, quantify a tax base where government revenue
can be derived from. Alternatively, in the absence of micro-data, the estimate
of a Mincer function for the general population could be used and education
level or quantity may be varied to determine the lifetime earnings differential
between diseased and disease-free individuals. Government tax revenue may
subsequently be modelled as a function of age-specific earnings.

At each year, taxes represent a fixed percentage of an individual's total
earnings. The types of tax that can be modelled are direct income tax and
indirect taxes (e.g. VAT for the part of the disposable income that goes
to consumption). Additionally, social insurance contributions may be
incorporated as they are typically linked with earnings. Other tax that may
apply includes road tax and property tax. Consistently with the generational
accounting methodology earnings should be inflated over time to reflect
increases in future productivity. Furthermore, earnings should be adjusted
for age-specific unemployment probability. In addition, age-specific transfer
cost data can be obtained by national statistics and inflated to reflect future
cost/price inflation. Direct and indirect medical costs may be obtained from
the published literature. Finally, survival probabilities may also be derived
from published life tables and/or epidemiologic mortality studies.
Preventing Type-I diabetic complications in the UK

A simplified example shedding light to the differences between traditional economic analyses and the proposed analytic framework may be derived from type 1 diabetes in the UK. It should be noted that the case study presented here is illustrative and aims at presenting the method and its differences from traditional economic studies rather than providing precise estimates.

A recent analysis estimated the direct and indirect costs associated with diabetes in the UK along with the projected cost of disease\textsuperscript{19}. The study reported that diabetes cost approximately £23.7bn in the UK in 2010/2011: £9.8bn in direct costs (£1bn for type 1 diabetes and £8.8bn for Type 2 diabetes) and £13.9bn in indirect costs (£0.9bn and £13bn). The 2035/2036 cost was estimated at £39.8bn: £16.9bn in direct costs (£1.8bn for type 1 diabetes and £15.1bn for type 2 diabetes) and £22.9bn in indirect costs (£2.4bn and £20.5bn). In the quantification of indirect costs, the study used an average wage to calculate the loss due to mortality. In addition, the study estimated the productivity losses associated with sick days and presenteeism. Finally, the study included in its analysis a higher probability of unemployment for diabetes after the age of 45 years.

Based on our proposed framework, in order to quantify the government impact of type 1 diabetes in the UK, the first step is to estimate the tax revenue and government transfer payments. By deducting transfer payments from tax revenues that is, by applying equation (1) the fiscal NPV can be calculated. A similar cumulative fiscal NPV can be generated for an equally-sized cohort (n=1,000) of diagnosed with type 1 diabetes individuals. Type 1 diabetes individuals are expected to incur higher transfer costs due to increased lifetime health care costs. Furthermore, type 1 diabetes patients are expected to generate less total earnings due to increased mortality, and reduced earnings associated with lower school achievement. For simplicity, in the presented analysis we did not take into account the impact on government arising from increased unemployment, absenteeism and presenteeism.

In order, to reflect mortality of individuals with type 1diabetes we used UK reported age-specific (5-year) mortality data\textsuperscript{20}. For illustrative purposes we hypothesized that type 1diabetes individuals are expected to incur annual health care costs of £2,500\textsuperscript{19}. The latter cost reflects the per capita direct cost quantified by Hex and colleagues. We assumed that this was the cost premium associated with type 1 diabetes individuals and that healthy controls incur health care costs equal to the average UK individual's costs. In reality, the calculation of the average age-specific health care costs, used in this example had included diabetic populations.
The results from the literature do not provide a definitive answer on the relationship between type 1 diabetes educational attainment and earnings and further investigations are needed. Nevertheless, the currently available evidence gives an indication about the potentially negative impact of type 1 diabetes on earnings. For the purposes of this paper we assumed that type 1 diabetes individuals attain one year of education less compared to healthy controls. Based on a previously estimated Mincer function in the UK, one-year less school achievement is expected to result in reduced earnings and subsequently reduced tax of 9.86%.

Figure 1 represents the generated lifetime earnings curves for a birth cohort of 1,000 individuals with complicated type 1 diabetes against 1,000 healthy controls. The analysis showed that type 1 diabetes individuals are expected to generate less earnings compared to healthy controls. The largest proportion (60%) of the earnings difference originated from the educational effect, with the rest 40% being attributable to mortality (break down analysis not shown). Figure 2 illustrates, the resulting fiscal NPV for a cohort of 1,000 type 1 diabetes individuals, born in 2011 in the UK against the fiscal NPV of an equally-sized birth cohort of healthy controls. The fiscal NPV was calculated assuming a 3% discount rate and an equal cost and productivity annual inflation rate. The projected retirement age was set at 67 years of age. The analysis showed that type 1 diabetes individuals incur a substantially negative fiscal NPV over their lifetime thus, posing a high burden for the UK government. The results imply that any intervention towards the prevention of complicated type 1 diabetes consequences may result in considerable returns for the UK government in terms of future tax revenue.

Figure 1 Total projected annual age-specific earnings of a birth cohort (n=1,000) with type 1 diabetes versus healthy controls
Figure 2 Cumulative fiscal NPV over time

Eradicating Malaria in Ghana
Malaria poses a substantial epidemiologic and economic burden to developing countries\(^2^1\). We applied the proposed analytic framework to assess the impact that a malaria vaccination programme may have from the government perspective in Ghana.

A government perspective decision analytic model was developed simulating the occurrence of uncomplicated and severe malaria as well as malaria with neurocognitive impact. The neurocognitive effect of malaria was simulated as having a negative long-term effect on school achievement. The analysis was conducted for annual birth cohorts of \(n=100,000\) each. A life time simulation was conducted to assess the fiscal NPV for equally-sized vaccinated and unvaccinated cohorts. The time horizon of the analysis was 71 years which was considered the average age of retirement in Ghana. The effect of pensions was not considered in this analysis for simplicity and due to the absence of data however, a complete analysis should attempt to encompass such transfers in a net fiscal analysis. Life tables, age-specific health care and educational costs, government transfer payments and age-specific unemployment data were obtained from national statistics. Education participation statistics were derived from national statistics (http://www.statsghana.gov.gh/KeySocial.Html). Malaria epidemiology originated from published evidence\(^2^2\). Malaria costs were derived from the published literature\(^2^3\) and inflated at 7% to reflect current prices. A vaccination programme with 100% coverage, 50% efficacy in preventing malaria and malaria-attributable mortality and a booster dose at the age of five years was hypothesized. A hypothetical cost per vaccine dose of $50 (including programme costs, administration and cold chain...
cost) was also assumed. Following the Mincer model, age-specific earnings were modelled as a function of schooling years and age. A set of studies was identified showing that the eradication of malaria may result in almost one additional year of schooling\textsuperscript{11}. Moreover and depicted above, previous studies have also shown that one additional schooling year may result in 9.7% higher lifetime earnings\textsuperscript{24}. A nominal discount rate of 10% was assumed with 7% annual cost inflation and a wage productivity growth of 3%.

Figure 3 shows the generated earnings curves for the vaccinated and the unvaccinated cohorts, respectively. In this analysis almost 80% of increased earnings could be attributed to the effect of additional education and the rest 20% to the reduction of malaria caused by the vaccination programme (data not shown). Figure 4 illustrates the cumulative Fiscal NPV over the lifetime of a vaccinated cohort versus an equally-sized, unvaccinated cohort. The results showed that a vaccinated cohort may result in marginally higher fiscal NPV. The Fiscal NPV at year 61 was positive and incrementally favourable for the vaccinated cohort despite the relatively high hypothetical cost of vaccination (2-fold the average per capita health care expenditure). In addition, the analysis showed that vaccination investment cost may be counterbalanced by the increase in earnings and the resulting higher tax revenue for the government. The incrementally higher fiscal NPV of the vaccinated cohort is attributed to the additional earnings and tax resulting from the increase in survival and from the reduction in the neurocognitive effect which, through a higher educational attainment yields higher earnings and tax revenue.

Figure 3 Total projected annual age-specific earnings of vaccinated versus unvaccinated birth cohorts (n=100,000)
Discussion

The implications of this preliminary analysis suggest that preventing illness would likely have a positive impact for government as more people would be working and paying taxes. In the spirit of the WHO guide, we sought to understand how the treatment or prevention of paediatric diseases might influence fiscal accounts using a “government perspective” accounting framework. The proposed framework can apply to changes in morbidity and mortality, both of which are directly applicable to a range of medical conditions. The basic principle of the “government perspective” approach is that economic beneficiaries of improved health are worth considering in the context of health investments. In most cases the individuals themselves and society as a whole will benefit from improved health. This is attributed to several factors including wage increases, and indirectly through improved educational opportunities influencing future earnings.

Government expenditure can also be influenced by population health, whereby poor health has the capacity to increase government expenditure in health care and social programs as well as reduce tax-receipts from fewer individuals working\textsuperscript{4}. Conversely, the same would be true as economies expand because of improved population health, all things equals, governments will receive more tax revenue\textsuperscript{25}. In this context a fiscal accounting approach can capture simultaneously the positive and negative impact of health and changes in health status linked to investments in health care to derive the net fiscal impact attributed with these investments.

The proposed framework is particularly relevant for immunizations which represent a high-cost investment which pays-off years or even decades after
the actual immunization. Furthermore, because vaccine programs are often funded directly from finance departments, describing health gains in terms of net tax revenue for government is a language more familiar to finance departments. Previous applications have evaluated investments in rotavirus vaccination in Egypt. In some countries the mortality and morbidity burden of rotavirus deaths are substantial, and the observation that indirect costs represent a significant proportion of costs suggested the fiscal effects will also be significant. In addition, the proposed framework has been utilised to demonstrate the fiscal value of government investments in assisted reproduction (i.e. in-vitro fertilisation).

Using our quantitative analytic “government perspective” framework, we showed that the prevention of malaria in children and the prevention of diabetic complication can impact government fiscal accounts when these children reach working ages. This is consistent with a recent UK policy analysis which highlighted that investments in evidence-based prevention, early intervention and treatment for mental disorders can have economic benefits that go far beyond the health sector. The analysis suggested that, in light of austerity measures, policy appraisals should go further than the cost-effectiveness and assess the cross-sectorial impact not only of treatments but also of preventive actions.

In economic theory, higher educational attainment implies a higher potential for increased lifetime earnings which, in turn, provide the basis for higher tax revenue. When considering the long-term economic prospects of a society, the populations’ level of education is deemed as an important determinant of economic growth. An analysis of cross-country data estimated that an additional year of schooling roughly raises the growth rate by 0.44% per year. Hence, health care technologies aiming at reducing the effect of paediatric diseases on school achievement may have a considerable and quantifiable value for the governments.

The proposed framework described here originates from the generational accounting framework which is a useful tool for evaluating the long-term intergenerational fiscal consequences of policy decisions. Rather than presenting a government’s financial situation by budget deficit and public debt, the generational accounting methodology rationalises the intertemporal budgetary impact of policy decisions taking into consideration age cohorts who will pay for policies now and into the future. The underlying premise of fiscal policy is zero sums over the long-term, because government obligations must be met by current and future generations. The prevalence of diseases in the current and future generations that results in mortality and productivity losses, through morbidity and indirect consequences are critical determinants.
of long-term public finance sustainability. In developing countries, health care investments may increase economic growth and therefore the income base which governments can tax. In turn, increased government revenues may result in more public investments which may trigger fiscal multiplier’s effects and improve development.

The proposed framework is based on several long-term projections of volatile economic figures which inevitably introduce uncertainty. Forecasting key analysis’ inputs in the long-term, such as the cost and productivity inflation, age-specific unemployment rates, government transfer payments and health care costs is typically based on current data which may not accurately reflect the future situation. Predicting the future age and education specific earnings and tax paying capacity of an individual is dependent on several exogenous parameters which may not be included in the forecast models (e.g. technological change, educational policy changes, and tax system reforms). However, a modelling approach enables the conduct of sensitivity analyses to address some of the uncertainties. The illustrated examples are based on single-cohort analyses. Multiple cohorts may also be modelled in order to quantify the cross-generational effect of investing in paediatric health care interventions. In the case of preventing transmittable diseases that would also require the inclusion of transmission dynamics into the simulation.

In contrast with traditional technology appraisals, our framework projects economic benefits associated with changes in population health status in relation to spending on discrete health programs. In this respect it is possible to view our approach as a budget impact model that assesses the effect of health changes across different government fiscal accounts, and accounts for any tax revenues that may arise through increased societal productivity. In this context, the analysis follows a discounted cash flow methodology widely used in financial analysis and may provide with an additional decision making criterion when evaluating new health care technologies.
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PART II

Vaccine-preventable
infectious diseases